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Abstract { With current approaches to partial scan, it is
di�cult, and often impossible, to achieve a speci�c level
of fault coverage without returning to full scan. In this pa-
per, we introduce a new formulation of the minimum scan
chain assignment problem and propose an e�ective cover-
ing algorithm and test sequence generator SCORCH (Scan
Chain Ordering with Reduced Cover Heuristic) to solve it.
SCORCH uses a combinational test generator not only to
optimize the scan chain assignment, subject to maintain-
ing a user-speci�ed level of fault coverage, but also as a
basis for the test sequence generation. We report experi-
mental results with minimizedp artial scan assignment and
100% fault coverage for a set of large benchmarks.

I. Introduction

A test strategy based on full scan design can typically
achieve 100% fault coverage at an acceptable cost of test
generation. The drawbackma y be the cost in reduced
performance, increased area and longer test application
time. A partial scan design approach considers only a
subset of ip-ops for inclusion in the scan chain and can
thus reduce these drawbacks.
In general, approaches to partial scan rely on a combi-

nation of one or more measures that are based on testa-
bility analysis, circuit topology, in particular as it relates
to cycles in the S-graph, and test generation. Recent pub-
lications that cover much of this work include [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], and [13].
The approachin troduced in this paper uses a sequen-

tial fault simulator, [14], [15], and user-supplied or random
test sequences to cover as many faults as possible before
considering the scan chain assignment. Subsequently,w e
apply a combinational test generator, [15], [16], to gen-
erate tests for the remaining set of hard faults. These
tests provide a formal basis for minimized scan-chain as-
signmentasw ell as for test sequence generation. Unlike
earlier methods, this approach o�ers exibility to main-
tain a user-speci�ed level of fault coverage. Experimental
results in this paper have been devised to provide an an-
alytical basis in order to improve comparisons with alter-
native partial scan approaches. In particular, a guarded
comparison is possible with some of the results reported
in [5], [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21].
Our experimental results are based on some existing

and some new benchmarks [22]. Weha vec hosen this
benchmark set for two reasons: (1) all circuits are 100%
testable under full scan, (2) none of the benchmarks can
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be fully tested by applying a sequence of random pat-
terns for 32,768 clock cycles. A more detailed charac-
terization of these benchmarks is given in Table II. An
interesting performance graph emerges upon submitting
the same netlists to a state-of-the-art sequential test gen-
erator such as HITEC [23] and a sequential fault simulator
SIFT [14], [15] and is shown in Figure 1. The fault simula-
tor always starts from an unknown state while sequences
of random patterns are applied to each circuit for 32,768
clock cycles. Four of the circuits marked with a * (s967*,
s991*, s1269*, s1512*), include a reset gate to some of
the ip-ops; without them, these circuits are uninitial-
izable. The results of this experiment show that for the
circuits where a sequential test generator does �nd test
sequences with high fault coverage, application of ran-
dom patterns to the fault simulator is just as e�ective{
and much less costly. A circuit such as s6669 presents a
real challenge to sequential test generation. After 80,000
CPU seconds spent on sequential test generation, fault
coverage is still less than 1%, while sequential fault sim-
ulation achieved a fault coverage of 99.87% within 2,611
CPU seconds. Using SCORCH, the combined cost of se-
quential fault simulation, combinational test generation,
partial scan assignment and partial scan test generation
for the most di�cult circuit in this benchmark set (s3330)
requires less than 8000 CPU seconds while achieving 100%
fault coverage under partial scan.
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Fig. 1. Fault Coverages of Original Non-Scan Circuits.

II. Problem Formulation for Partial Scan

Consider a circuit with n ip-ops and n decision vari-
ables c =[c1; c2; c3; : : : ; cn], c2 Bn. A 0-1 assignment to
c determines which ip-ops are in the scan chain. Let
FC(c) be the fault coverage of this circuit that exceeds the



user-prescribed fault coverage threshold FCt. The scan
chain assignment problem is then formulated as follows:

min
c2Bn

kck such that FC(c) � FCt (1)

The number of solutions to this problem grows expo-
nentially with the number of ip-ops. An exhaustive
enumeration procedure is impractical even for circuits
with 20 ip-ops. The circuit example under consider-
ation, s3330 described in more detail in Section V, has a
total of 132 ip-ops. As illustrated in Figure 2, the qual-
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Fig. 2. Fault Coverage versus Scan Chain Length (s3330).

ity of partial scan solutions for this circuit can vary over
a wide range. By plotting the percentage of ip ops in
the scan chain versus the fault coverage for a circuit, we
expose the quality, not only of a single solution, but for
a whole set of possible solutions. There are two anchor
points in Figure 2:

� A: 0% scan and the best initial fault coverage
FCinitial = 73.38%.

� B: 100% scan and the best �nal fault coverage
FCfinal = 100.00%.

The three curves shown in Figure 2 can be considered as
a special case of three solutions based on a given order-
ing of ip-ops. We can start either at the point A or at
the point B. Starting at point B, and removing from the
scan chain one ip-op at a time, we get three monoton-
ically decreasing curves. The initial order of ip-ops is
depicted as the Natural Order, an order selected after a
number of random permutations of the order is termed as
the Best Random Permutation Order, and the Best Order
with SCORCH depicts an order that resulted by applying
the algorithm SCORCH described in this paper. For fair
comparison with the algorithm, the Best Random Per-
mutation Order has been executed for n(n�1)=2 random
permutations of the order, the order of complexity of the
SCORCH algorithm.
While there are no guarantees that the Best Order with

SCORCH is really the best, the space of solutions to this
problem is clearly very wide and open. For a solution
that claims 99% fault coverage or better, one can vary

the percentage of scannable ip-ops from 70% to 100%,
and if the fault coverage threshold is set at 90%, no more
than 43% of the ip-ops need to be in the scan chain.
Therefore, for meaningful comparison of partial scan ap-
proaches, all circuits should be compared at the same level
of fault coverage.

III. Notation and Definitions

We consider the model of a synchronous sequential cir-
cuit where all ip-ops are controlled by a single clock.
Inputs and outputs are represented with the binary vec-
tors x and Z, respectively. Present state and next state
vectors, associated with n ip-ops are y and Y , respec-
tively. Vector c 2 Bn represents decision variables that
determine ip-ops in the scan chain.
Initially, the sequential circuit represents a single Ob-

ject Machine (OM). As shown in Figure 3, a Partial Scan
Test Machine (TM) shares a subset of ip-ops with the
OM. There are a total of ns+ni < n ip-ops in the pro-
posed TM: ns ip-ops form the MUX-based scan-chain,
ni ip-ops are controlled by the initializing gate and an
additional primary input that can initialize these ip-ops
in a single clock cycle. Flip-ops in the TM are either in
the scan chain or single-cycle initializable, but not both.
By maintaining the initializing gates as part of the TM,
we have the advantage of two distinct test strategies: one
that targets the fault set FOM in OM, and one that tar-
gets the fault set FTM in TM. In contrast to earlier TM
implementations that require gated or multiple clocks, the
implementation proposed in Figure 3 is completely syn-
chronous with the OM, i.e. it requires a single ungated
clock. Issues of gated versus a single ungated clock for
partial scan have been addressed only recently [20].
Given the notation for a step function (u(x) = 1 for

x > 0 and u(x) = 0 otherwise), the size of the set of all
equivalence-collapsed faults in the TM as shown in Figure
3 can be determined using a simple formula:

jFTM j = 9nsu(ns) + 5u(ns) + 3niu(ni) + 2u(ni) (2)

where ns and ni are as described above. We partition the
set of all faults inOM,FOM , into two subsets: Finitial and
Fhard. We assume that tests to cover all faults in Finitial

have been generated, with 0% scan, upon applying a test
sequence based on random, functional, or deterministic
test generation. We denote fi 2 Fhard as the target fault
that may require a partial scan assignment in order to
generate a test sequence that covers fi. The size of this
set is m = jFhardj.
To illustrate proposed concepts, consider a small OM

with 9 ip-ops and 6 hard faults that could not be
detected by a sequential test generator: i.e. n = 9,
jFhardj = 6. Patterns, called excitation vectors, that de-
tect this set with a combinational test generator are shown
in Table IA. As can be seen, several inputs and ip-ops
can be assigned a don't care value of `�' to excite as well as
to propagate the faults. Flip-ops and outputs to which
the faults did propagate are designated with D and D .
If a fault, such as f6, propagates directly to a primary
output, then all next state entries in the Table are `�'.
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Fig. 3. Single Clock Partial Scan Test Machine Model.

These excitation vectors have useful information on the
detectability of faults in Fhard. For example, looking at
the test pattern generated for f2 we �nd that the e�ects
of the fault will propagate to ip-ops 1, 4 and 6 when
the pattern 100 is applied to the primary inputs and ip-
ops 1, 3, and 9 are assigned a 1. The fault f6 propagates
directly to primary output, z1, when 111 is applied to the
primary inputs and ip-op 8 has been set to 1.
Fault Excitation Matrix,M e, relates variables in the
present state vector y to a speci�c fault fi. The elements
of this matrix are seij . We can extract this m � n matrix
from excitation vectors, e.g. Table IA. With each fault fi,
we associate a fault excitation state Sei and an index set
Ei that points to all assigned values of 0 and 1 in Sei .
Excitation Status. We generate equations that deter-
mine the excitation status of each fault by forming a con-
junction of unate Boolean variables that correspond to
assigned values in the matrixM e:

Efi(c) =
^
j2Ei

cj (3)

For the fault f1, we can write Ef1(c) = c2 c8. By including
ip-ops 2 and 8 in the chain, we excite f1 simply by
shifting in a 1 to ip-op 2 and 0 to ip-op 8.
Fault Capture Matrix, M c, relates variables in the
next state vector Y to a speci�c fault fi. The elements of
this matrix are scij . We can extract this m � n matrix as
a next state response to the excitation vectors, shown in
Table IA. With each fault fi, we associate a fault capture
state Sci and an index set Ci that points to all assigned

values of D or D. We say that a fault fi is captured in
ip-op j, if j 2 Ci. If fault fi propagates to any primary
output, we designate all entries in Sci as empty.
Fault Propagation Matrix, Mp, records variables in

the present state vector y that must be assigned in order
to propagate a fault captured in the ip-op k (denoted

as D or D on the diagonal of the matrix) to a primary
output. The elements of this matrix are s

p

kj. We can

extract this n�n matrix from propagation vectors, shown
in Table IB. These vectors can also be generated with a
combinational test generator. With each ip-op k, we
associate a fault propagation state Spk and an index set
Pk that points to all assigned values of 0 and 1 in S

p

k . If
a fault captured in ip-op k does not propagate to any
primary output, we designate all entries in S

p

k with \�".
An example of such a case is ip-op 1 in Table IA.
Propagation Status. For all non-empty capture states
Sci , we generate equations that determine the propagation
status of each fault by the bitwise intersection of entries
scij ; s

p

kj in matrices M c and Mp and their respective

states Sci and Sp
k
.

Sci \ S
p
k =

8<
:

perfect wrt fault fi if and only if
8j 2 Pk s

c
i;j \ s

p

k;j 2 V

imperfect wrt fault fi otherwise
(4)

where V is the set:

V = f(0; 0); (1; 1); (�;�); (D ;D ); (5)

(D ;D ); (0;�); (1;�); (D ;�);

(D ;�); (D ;D ); (D ;D ); (D ; 1); (D ; 0)g

Note that for the simple example, Sc5 \S
p
8
is perfect since

Sc5\S
p
8
= f(�;�); (0; 0); (1;�); (D;�); (D;D)g, implying

that the fault f5 will always, i.e. unconditionally, propa-
gate to a primary output. However, Sc3 \ S

p
8
is imperfect:

Sc3 \ S
p
8

= f(1;�); (0;�); (�; 0); (0; 0); (D;D); (�;�)g,
since (�; 0) 62 V . Hence, the fault f3 will not propagate



TABLE I

Fault Excitation, Capture, and Propagation Matrices.

(A) EXCITATION VECTORS - TEST PATTERNS FOR UNDETECTED FAULTS IN THE OM.

Fault x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 z1 z2

f1 - - 0 - 1 - - - - - 0 - - 0 - D 1 - - D - 0 -

f2 1 0 0 1 - 1 - - - - - 1 D 1 - D 0 D 1 1 - 1 1

f3 0 1 - 0 1 0 - - - - - - 1 0 - 0 1 0 0 D - - 1

f4 0 0 0 - - - - - - - 0 - D - - - 1 1 1 - - 1 1

f5 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - 0 - - 0 0 1 - D D - 0 1

f6 1 1 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - D 1

(B) PROPAGATION VECTORS - TEST PATTERNS FOR ALL FLIP-FLOP OUTPUT FAULTS.

FF x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 z1 z2

1 0 1 0 D * * * * * * * * D - 1 D 0 D - 0 0 0 -

2 1 0 0 0 D - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 1 0 - - - D 1

3 0 1 1 * * D * * * * * * 0 0 0 0 1 - - D - 0 1

4 1 1 - 1 - - D - - - 0 0 - 0 0 1 0 - - 1 1 - D

5 1 1 - 1 0 0 1 D 0 1 1 1 D 1 1 - - - - - - 1 0

6 1 - - - - - - - D - - - 1 0 - - - 1 - 1 - D 1

7 - 0 0 1 - 0 - 1 - D 0 - D 1 1 - - - - - - 0 D

8 1 - 0 - - 0 0 - - - D - - - - 1 1 1 1 - - D -

9 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - D 0 - 1 - - - - D - D 1

to a primary output unless ip-op 8 is included in the
scan chain.
Boolean equations that characterize propagation status

for each fault are thus:

Pfi(c) =

8<
:

1 if intersection in (4) is perfect_
j2Ci

cj otherwise (6)

For the fault f1, we �nd Pf1(c) = c4 + c8.
Any fault fi for which Pfi(c) = 1 is called uncondition-

ally observable. We can show that any ip-op associated
with any unconditionally observable fault fi is in fact an
implicit scan-out pin and need not be included in the scan
chain to propagate the e�ects of fault fi directly to a pri-
mary output. In our example, ip-op 8 is an implicit
scan-out pin for fault f5 only, whereas ip-op 6 is an
implicit scan-out pin for any fault fi.
Detectability Status. Detectability of any fault fi is a
conjunction of the excitation status in (3) and the propa-
gation status in (6). Boolean equations that characterize
detectability status for each fault are thus:

Dfi(c) = Efi(c) ^ Pfi(c) (7)

For the fault f1, we �nd Df1(c) = c2 c8 (c4 + c8).
Fault Coverage of Hard Faults, FChard(c) is based on
detecting any of the faults from the set Fhard.

FChard(c) =
1

jFhardj

jFhardjX
i=1

Dfi (8)

Object Machine Fault Coverage FCOM (c) combines
fault coverage FCinitial that covers the initial fault set

Finitial with coverage of faults in the set Fhard:

FCOM(c) = FCinitial+ (1� FCinitial)� FChard(c) (9)

IV. Algorithm SCORCH

Unlike other algorithms for partial scan, SCORCH not
only makes the partial scan chain assignment, but it
also generates test sequences that guarantee the user-
prescribed level of fault coverage. The algorithm consists
of three major phases:
(1) Generation of Excitation, Capture and Prop-

agation Matrices. This process is driven by the circuit
netlist and the list of undetected faults, Fhard. A mod-
i�ed combinational test generator attempts to minimize
assigning values to pseudo-primary inputs (ip-op out-
puts) and avoids propagating the fault e�ects to pseudo-
primary outputs (ip-op inputs). This objective, similar
to [12], is achieved by setting the depth of the ip-op
outputs to a very large number.
(2) Scan Chain Assignment. Figure 4 presents a ver-
sion of the SCORCH algorithmwhere we use a greedy sin-
gle ip-op-at-a-time removal heuristic to solve (1). The
alternative greedy heuristic, adding a single ip-op at a
time, produces equivalent results. Clearly, the algorithm
has worst case complexity of O(n2). In contrast to more
traditional heuristics that address 100% covering [24], our
approach also considers the partial covering problem.
(3) Partial Scan Test Generation. The test gener-
ation algorithm solves the following problem: Given an
assignment of the ip-ops and the order of the fpartialg
scan chain ip-ops, derive the set of test patterns that
will detect all faults.



Program Name:ScanChainSelection(FCt,c,FC(c))
Input: FCt

Output: c,FC(c)
/* Start with all FFs in the Scan Chain */
c = f 1, 1, 1, ..., 1g;
k=kck;
while FC(c) � FCt do

Find c such that:
kck = k-1 AND
FC(c) is maximum;

end while
return(c,FC(c));

Fig. 4. SCORCH - Scan Chain Assignment

Program Name:TestGeneration(c,TS)
Input: c

Output: TS
TS = ;;
for each undetected fault fi do

Generate ESfi;
TS = (TS,ESfi);
FFj = FF which captured fi
if FFj is any of the non-scannable
unconditionally observable FFs then

Generate PSfi;
TS = (TS,PSfi);

end if
end for

Fig. 5. SCORCH - Test Generation

We compute a test sequence that detects each fault fi.
The test sequence consists of an excitation sequence ESfi
followed by a propagation sequence PSfi . The excitation
sequence is formed via shifting in the required 0-1 values
found in the excitation matrix. The propagation sequence
is either a single cycle application of a propagation vector
that corresponds to an unconditionally observable ip-
op or a simple shift-out sequence. Since the propagation
sequence often consists of a simple shift-out sequence, we
can overlap ESfi+1 with PSfi to reduce test application
time. Figure 5 shows the process of test generation and
takes advantage of overlapping to reduce test application
costs.

V. Experimental Results

Partial scan assignment and test generation results re-
ported with SCORCH are based on the initial experimen-
tal assessment of circuits as described in Section I, Figure
1. Details about fault simulation and the target fault list
FOM are shown in Table II. Only four circuits require an
additional input solely for the purpose of initialization;
one circuit (s1512) currently requires a global single clock
cycle reset, three circuits require only a partial single clock
cycle reset on some of the ip-ops. The remaining six
circuits use no explicit initialization input, in contrast to
a number of initialization ip-ops reported in [17]. Our
assignment of initialization ip-ops is based on a simple
heuristic, distinct from [25], to be described elsewhere.

TABLE II

Benchmark Characteristics

Circuit Inps Outs FFs Init FOM

FFs Faults FCinitial

(%)

s344 9 11 15 0 342 96.20
s967 16 23 29 6 1066 98.22
s991 65 17 19 18 910 97.14
s1196 14 14 18 0 1242 98.55
s1269 18 10 37 26 1343 99.70
s1512 29 21 57 57 1357 57.41
s3271 26 14 116 0 3270 99.57
s3330 40 73 132 0 2870 73.38
s3384 43 26 183 0 3380 91.92
s4863 49 16 104 0 4764 95.11
s6669 83 551 239 0 6684 99.87

As shown in Figure 1, sequential fault simulation of ran-
dom sequences can reduce the size of the target fault set
Fhard much more e�ectively than sequential test genera-
tion. According to Tables II and III, faults targeted by
SCORCH for 100% coverage range from 0.3 % (4 faults)
for circuit s1269 to 26.62% (764) for circuit s3330. No-
tably, we do achieve exactly the postulated fault coverage
of 100% for the OM while the percentage of ip-ops that
must be scannable ranges from 96.49% (s1512) to 7.53%
(s6669). Some, but not all, of the ip-ops that were
initially designated as initializing ip-ops are reassigned
to be scannable, e.g. s991. To generate test sequences
that cover most, if not all, of the postulated faults in the
TM, we currently re-apply SCORCH with FTM as a tar-
get fault list. Results reported in Table III indicate near
100% or 100% coverage of FTM . A formal procedure to
cover all faults in TM as well will be reported elsewhere.

At present, it is hard to assess merits of any particu-
lar partial scan assignment algorithm. For example, even
for a small 15 ip-op circuit (s344), reports from [5],
[17], [18], [19], [20], and [21] range from 1 ip-op to 8
ip-ops in the chain { while the reported fault coverages
range from 96.8% to 100%. Similarly, for the circuit s953,
3 - 6 ip-ops are reported to achieve a fault coverage of
50 - 100%. This �nding is consistent with our analysis of
experimental results, introduced in Section II, Figure 2.
Only the largest circuit s6669 can be compared directly
to an earlier result elsewhere: we �nd 100% fault cov-
erage, 72 scannable ip-ops and 2 initializing ip-ops
in [17], and 18 scannable ip-ops and 0 initializing ip-
ops in Table III. While there are more circuits in [17]
that overlap with ones in Table III, non-trivial variations
in reported scan as well as in fault coverage (of faults in
OM, TM, or both?) make further comparisons di�cult.

The cost of using SCORCH for both partial scan chain
assignment and test generation is relatively low. The scan
chain assignment requires evaluation of Boolean equations
and is fast. Test sequence construction is even faster, once
we have the proper combinational test vectors and the
scan chain assignment. For the circuits in the benchmark
set, CPU time on a SUN Sparcstation LX can range from



TABLE III

Test Generation Results

Circuit No. of Init Scan % FOM FTM FOM [ FTM

Name FFs FFs FFs Scan Cycles Faults FC Cycles Faults FC Faults FC
n ni ns Fhard (%) (%) (%)

s344 15 0 8 53.33 47 13 100.00 64 77 100.00 419 100.00
s967 29 0 6 20.69 57 19 100.00 51 59 100.00 1125 100.00
s991 19 15 3 15.79 84 26 100.00 26 82 100.00 992 100.00
s1196 18 0 8 44.44 126 18 100.00 81 77 98.70 1319 99.92
s1269 37 17 9 24.32 31 4 100.00 131 139 97.21 1482 99.73
s1512 57 2 55 96.49 4827 578 100.00 673 508 100.00 1865 100.00
s3271 116 0 25 21.55 261 14 100.00 260 230 99.13 3500 99.94
s3330 132 0 118 89.39 24189 764 100.00 1430 1067 100.00 3937 100.00
s3384 183 0 94 51.37 6083 273 100.00 1235 851 99.88 4231 99.98
s4863 104 0 71 68.27 2451 233 100.00 1800 644 97.52 5408 99.70
s6669 239 0 18 7.53 59 9 100.00 171 167 99.40 6851 99.99

0.1 to 1200 CPU seconds for SCORCH chain assignment,
while test generation ranges from 0.2 to 200 CPU seconds.
In our case, due to an early prototype implementation, the
cost of sequential fault simulation dominates the overall
cost of SCORCH.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new formulation
of the partial scan chain assignment problem, subject to
meeting a user-prescribed level of fault coverage. The ap-
proach as proposed in SCORCH is a viable complement to
existing partial scan assignment and test generation meth-
ods for as long as the cost of sequential fault simulation
and combinational test generation remain a�ordable. A
more aggressive assignment strategy, improving the cur-
rent results, is feasible and will be reported elsewhere.
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